




Three generations of entrepreneurs, just one passion.
Processing the RED GOLD.

The substantial tradition, the flexible approach to the client 
and the consistent innovation, have made CONSAR a leading 
company in producing, processing and trading TOMATO PASTE.

From the very beginning, we carefully select the raw materials, 
through strict and continuous monitoring and checking 
procedures. The implementation of innovative and sustainable 
packaging are some of the BEST PRACTICES that allowed 
the company to obtain the most important INTERNATIONAL 
CERTIFICATES, proving the total reliability of the products.

Everything is built on PEOPLE.
An experienced and skilled team that stands by and backs up 
their clients worldwide, in order to offer tailored products to 
perfectly fit the DESTINATION MARKETS.
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Authentic 
flavours

Our TOMATO PASTE has been on the global 
market for over 100 years.

Just the best TOMATOES, 
fruit of a totally made in Italy KNOW HOW.

The RED OF EXCELLENCE is the result of an 
accurate selection of the best fruits, picked in the 

farms of our controlled supply chain.
The tomatoes are carefully harvested and 

processed in order to keep the highest quality 
standards.
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We are proud to have an efficient and integrated 
logistic system, which allowed a diffused 
INTERNATIONALIZATION process.
Export in both EU and extra EU countries 
represents 70% of the company turnover.

From Italy 
with love
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We create CUSTOMIZED PRODUCTIONS 
UNDER PRIVATE LABEL to meet the 
requirements of manufacturers and importers 
worldwide.

An EXPERIENCED STAFF assists and 
supports our clients in searching for solutions that 
are as much innovative and unique as possible. 

Our R&D DEPARTMENT assist all the clients 
to develop customized products that can clearly 
express the brand value for an effective marketing 
strategy on any destination market.

Reliability, 
Quality and 
Traceability
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Thanks to the enduring investments in 
PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGIES and 

LOGISTIC INFRASTRUCTURES, the company 
is able to DIVERSIFY the production, introducing 

a wide range of READY SAUCES, CANNED 
VEGETABLES AND PULSE.

The labelling and shrink-wrapping line, along with the 
carton packing line, enable the company to reduce 

the orders lead time, increasing the efficiency on the 
orders fulfilment, improving the management of the 

SUPPLY CHAIN and satisfying the global demand.
 

By acquiring a new 12.000 m2 plant, located in a 
very strategic area, being at less than 1 km from the 

nation-wide motorway, just 15 km from Salerno 
port and about 35 km from Napoli port, the 

company can take an advantage on the increment of 
the production capacity, making the whole production 

process faster and more effective, giving more 
opportunities to DIVERSIFY the production.

Always at 
the forefront
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Where the food EXCELLENCE that flourishingly grows in our 
territory, thanks to the extremely fertile soil, combined with a 
most relevant KNOW HOW, have awarded the company with 
the customers’ TRUST all over the world. 

    Tomato Paste      Peas     Large White Beans      Chick Peas      Red Kidney      Borlotti Beans     
    Black Eyed Beans     Baked Beans     Mixed Vegetables     Peeled Tomatoes    Chopped Tomatoes     
    Sieved Tomatoes     Pizza Sauce     Ketchup

a 150 years 
long tradition

our
products
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Can  50X70 GR NET  192  4.600
Can  100X70 GR NET 96  2.400/2.450
Can  50X140 GR NET  96  2.400/2.450
Can  24X400 GR NET  72  1.950 - 1.850
Can 2X12X400 GR NET 72 1.850
Can 12X800 GR NET  72  1.950 - 1.850
Can  6X2.200 GR NET  60  1.600
Can 6X2.500 GR NET 60 1.230
Can 6X2.550 GR NET 60 1.230
Can  6X2.700 GR NET  50  1.250
Can  6X3. l00 GR NET  50  1.050
Can 3X4.100 GR NET 66/77 1.500
Can 6x4.100 GR NET 30 750
Can  3X4.500 GR NET  66  1.500
Can  6X4.500 GR NET  30  750
Tube Ø 35  24X(130 to 150) GR NET  112  2.600
Tube Ø 40  24X200 GR NET  112  2.600
Bottle 12X680 GR NET (720ML) 72 1.600

Units Per 
Cartons

Pack 
Type

Cartons Per
Pallet Eur

Cartons Per 
Container 20 Ft.
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certifications 



mercato san severino (sa) italy
phone (+39) 089-825827

consar spa
www.consaritaly.it
info@consaritaly.it
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